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                             Invest Now was created to enable businesses to launch online capital raises.       

                             Easily. Quickly. In compliance with securities regulations. With no investor 

friction and the highest chance of success. It is sophisticated technology backed by industry 

leading compliance, transaction processing and back-office services…yet flexible enough to be used 

by both novices (plug ‘n play) and engineers (massively customizable – more on that in a moment).

Overview
By Scott Purcell, CEO

ability for an investor to view an offering online (or via email) and simply click a 

button to bring up a form that lets them invest.

the form captures the investors vesting information, amount being invested, 

transfer funds into escrow, NACHA authorization, accreditation statement, 

accreditation confirmation (if 506c), non-accreditation financial statement (if 

Reg A or 4a6) and appropriate calculations to permit continuation or require 

revision, financial adviser name (if any), database check of prior investments to 

confirm permissibility (if 4a6), eSign the subscription agreement, and (if a broker-

dealer is involved) suitability information (per FINRA 2111). Once complete 

this then initiates anti-money laundering checks on the investor (both domestic 

and foreign), funds movement into escrow, escrow accounting, accreditation, 

transaction review (if a broker-dealer or funding portal is involved), transfer agent 

setup, and other services. All records and agreements are available to the issuer 

and retained as required by SEC regulations.

using Invest Now, which captures the entire transaction in one sitting, has shown 

a transaction success rate of 97%. When the transaction is broken up, requiring 

the investor to stop, start, stop, start, etc as various elements are done prior 

to permitting them to invest (e.g. requiring confirmation of accreditation before 

allowing them to invest, or requiring that they receive, print, sign and fax manual 

documents rather than electronic) has a success rate of 10% to 40%. Our 

methodology provides, by far, the best chance at offering success.

What:

Services:

Methodology:

Ready? Once the issuer’s PPM is ready and the offering website(s) is/are created, then simply go 

into our offering-setup wizard to post the data to our system and get the code for an Invest Now 

button. Paste that on the website(s), in emails, or anywhere else you want investors to click & invest. 

Easy (or complicated):
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Engineering: Skills Needed: Launch Time: What you can do:

Novice basic HTML Right Now!

• Put the Invest Now button on your webpage(s) 

  & start raising money. 

• Get investor data and reports via your 

  FundAmerica dashboard.

Intermediate
JSON, CSS, 

PHP
2 weeks

• Autofill Invest Now data fields with your sites 

  user info

• Change form colors and minor layout tweaks

• Use API calls to get data from our system (e.g. 

  new investment alerts, funds received alerts,  

  escrow balances, etc)

• Get investor data and reports via your 

  FundAmerica dashboard.

Expert JSON, PHP 4 weeks

All of the above, plus:

• Deeper customization of the Invest Now form, 

  including adding custom data elements, foreign 

  language translations

• Advanced API calls and data manipulation, 

  including the ability to manage investor 

  accounts, obtaining AML notes, integrating ACH 

  status’, requesting escrow disbursements and 

  closings, obtaining subscription agreements 

  and investor doc’s, and much more.

All-Out API
JSON, PHP, 

Ruby, Python
4 - 6 months

Write into our full API stack, including all offering-

setup and investor transaction API’s. This allows 

for infinite customization and total integration into 

your site. However, keep in mind – and this is 

a very important thing – that we are constantly, 

infinitely modifying and upgrading our setup and 

transaction API’s to accommodate regulatory 

changes, system upgrades and new features. 

This means that you will need to dedicate at least 

1 engineer, post-launch, to handling the ongoing 

API changes.
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Marketing note: you can assign tracking codes to multiple buttons in order to track investor success 

from different locations. E.g. multiple broker-dealers syndicating a deal can each have their own 

tracking code, an issuer marketing their offering on their website as well as on different platforms or 

aggregators can see which investors come from which sources, management can see the success of 

different email campaigns, etc, etc. You can get this code in the offering setup wizard on the final tab.

Welcome to FundAmerica and Invest Now™, we look forward to working with you and helping 

get businesses funded and jobs created!

* Invest Now is a trademark of FundAmerica Technologies, LLC
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Introduction
Invest Now™  Technology

Invest Now is a highly flexible, customizable, easy to implement technology that is designed to solve 

many of the integration and functionality issues that face both portals and issuers, allowing them the 

ability to get their offerings launched and accepting investments via the web quickly and frictionless.

Create: the Invest Now button is created through the user-friendly wizard. 

Place: the issuer can simply copy & paste the generated code onto any website or any email. 

Invest: when the button is clicked, it accesses a form allowing the investor to complete and secure 

their investment.

While FundAmerica does provide a very robust API, which Invest Now utilizes we recommend that 

people use the Invest Now technology rather than directly accessing our API for the following reasons:

     •  The front end of our API is continually evolving to meet the requirements of regulators and the 

        crowdfunding industry.

     •  State & SEC/FINRA regulations mandate the collection, procesisng, and retention of certain 

        data, which many developers may not be aware of.

     •  Tapping the API directly creates a need for constant technical resources to build out the software    

        and then to maintain it as we make changes to accomodate new and evolving regulations and 

        new features and tools.

1
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Invest Now  advantages:

     ✓ Invest Now technology is automatically updated to use the latest FundAmerica APIs so there 

         is no need to worry about compatibility issues or continuously updating the application when 

         API revisions are implemented.

     ✓ Invest Now button captures all the necessary information for the offering investment, so there is 

         no need to worry about missing any information while building your own solution.

     ✓ Invest Now setup is extremely fast and no development is necessary to create the button, 

         simply follow the user-friendly wizard then copy and paste the generated code onto your 

         website.

     ✓ Invest Now button automatically hooks into FundAmerica’s technology so there is no additional 

         work necessary to use our services.

Plug & play technology is great for many portals and issuers, expecially when you can easily 

customize the user experience. For example, if portals already have the investor information saved 

as part of their sign up process, why should the investor have to enter it again using Invest Now 

technology? The answer is - they don’t have to, since you can autofill the form (see page #).

In addition to its’ ease of use, the Invest Now technology is also highly customizable to meet the 

demands of any issuer or platform as if they were building their own transaction engine but without 

any of the disadvantages of long term software development.

 

The remainder of this Invest Now Developers Guide is written for engineers and is devoted to showing 

how to customize the Invest Now technology.
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Set-up

APIs

Webhooks

The Invest Now technology makes use of FundAmerica’s APIs with minor modifications. This means 

that all the objects documented and used in the regular API such as Offerings, Investments, and 

Investor Entities are available to you as if you were building your own system. 

Through the API support, developers have to option to use Invest Now either as a stepping stone 

to hurry development while they build a custom integration, or as a substitute for building their own 

investment process entirely.

The entire API can be found at https://apps.fundamerica.com/support/documentation

In order to customize the Invest Now technology, there are a few important points to note.

Skills Needed:

This guide is written for people, who are, at a minimum, proficient with JavaScript and object-

oriented programming concepts. This documentation is not a full guide to all the customizations that 

are possible with the Invest Now technology, but rather, aims to provide examples and how-to style 

articles for several of the most common changes that are made to get a developer familiar with the 

technology to the point where they can then explore the rest of the API on their own.

The FundAmerica platform is a RESTful API that uses JSON as its response type for everything. 

It also makes heavy use of different HTTP verbs (GET, POST, PATCH, DELETE) and HTTP error 

messages where applicable

Normally, webhooks fire when certain objects are updated. The idea behind this is that since the 

originating system is creating a new investor or investment, it doesn’t need a webhook telling the it 

that a new object has been created. 

With Invest Now, because it creates a number of objects without using any host system, it makes 

sense to inform the host system that new objects have been created for the sake of syncing data.

Webhooks can be configured so that investments and entities will fire both when being created and 

updated. This can be done by going to API Docs & Key and setting Send on Create? to true.

Caution: Only set Send on Create to true if you are using the Invest Now technology.
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Example - Enabling Webhooks

Step 1: Click on API Docs & Key

Step 2: Click on API Key
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Step 3: Click on Modify

Step 4: Check Send on Create

Step 5: Click Update
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The Basics
Auto-Populating & Managing Investor Data

Warning: Please read the set-up section before proceeding.

Events

Event Listeners

The investment process provides four custom events that fire at various points:

    1. fa.investnow.open fires when a user clicks on the Invest Now button to open the modal/pop-up.
   

    2. fa.investnow.ready fires after the Invest Now script has loaded. Use this to assign data before the     
    modal has been opened.
  

    3. fa.investnow.close fires whenever the investment modal is closed. No extra data is passed back.

    4. fa.investnow.success fires when the final step completes and an investment is created. This 

    event returns a field named investment_id containing the ID of the investment object.

Here’s an example of capturing a new investment’s ID:

document.addEventListener('fa.investnow.success', function(e){
  var InvestorInvestmentID = e.investment_id;
});

The Invest Now process listens for events which can be used to send data to the investment process.

Triggering fa.investnow.update with valid JSON can be used to populate Arbitrary Investment Data.

First, create the event:

var updateEvent = document.createEvent('Event');
updateEvent.initEvent('fa.investnow.update', true, false);
updateEvent.detail = {
  "name":  "John Johnson",
  "id" : "123ACB",
  "ref" : "Some Place"
};

Then dispatch it:

document.body.dispatchEvent(updateEvent);
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This gives you more control over what data you'd like to send in to the Invest Now process, and when, 

over using data-fa-invest-now-data.

Triggering fa.investnow.clearData will clear any data set by update (i.e. client_data is set to null).

Triggering fa.investnow.getData will return the current value of client_data.

Arbitrary Investment Data
A common use case when creating an investment is needing to track who the investment information 

(both the investment itself and the associated investor) should be associated with on your system in 

the event you have your own authentication system. Investments have a data attribute which is just a 

collection of JSON data. By default, the URL where the investment is made is collected, however, any 

valid JSON data can be injected into this field.

This means that when a webhook fires informing your system that a new investment has been made, 

you can read back the data in data to determine who the investment should be associated with.

The simplest way to accomplish this is to attach a data-fa-invest-now-data attribute to your Invest Now 

button and set the value to valid JSON, like so:

<input type="button" class="btn btn-lg" value="INVEST NOW!" data-fa-invest-
now="xxx:xxx" data-fa-invest-now-data='{"name":"John Johnson","id":"123ACB",
"ref":"Some Place"}' />

This data will be carried through the Invest Now investment process and sent to the Investment API 

when the client completes the process. It can be retrieved by using the Investment API. Any JSON 

included in the attribute will appear in the client_data key of the data object on the investment like so:

{
 "object":"investment",
 "id":"TdgCeoPCTruVp-D7zpIBpQ",
 "data":{
    "client_data":{
       "name":"John Johnson",
       "id":"123ACB",
       "ref":"Some Place"
    },
    "url":"http://www.example.com/invest_now/#/step-1"
  }
}
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Example - Autofilling Investor Data
There are many instances where your system may have some or all of the investor data as a matter of 

a sign up or registration process. You may wish to auto-fill the investor fields with this data to prevent 

your investor for having to re-enter this data every time. A common use case is to store all data except 

the investor's TIN and then populate the form, having the investor simply confirm their TIN.

This is made possible by triggering the fa.investnow.autofill event in much the same way fa.investnow.

update can be triggered. For example:

var autofillEvent = document.createEvent('Event');
autofillEvent.initEvent('fa.investnow.autofill', true, false);
autofillEvent.investor = {
      "type": 'company'
      "name": 'Johnson, Johnson, Johnson & Johnson',
      "tax_id_number": '999999999',
      "street_address_1": '800 Third Avenue',
      "street_address_2": '22nd Floor',
      "city": 'New York',
      "region": 'NY',
      "postal_code": '10022',
      "email": 'john@johnson.com',
      "phone": '202.582.9600',
      "contact_name": 'John Johnson',
      "region_formed_in": 'NY',
      "amount": '10000',
      "payment_method": 'ach',
      "financial_adviser_name": 'Jimmy Johnson'
    };
autofillEvent.associated_person = {
  "name": 'John Johnson',
  "tax_id_number": '0000000000',
  "date_of_birth": '01/01/1980',
  "street_address_1": '800 Third Avenue',
  "street_address_2": '22nd Floor',
  "city": 'New York',
  "region": 'NY',
  "postal_code": '10022', 
  "email": 'john@johnson.com',
  "phone": '202.582.9600'
};

Look at the Investments and Investor Entities APIs for more about the fields used in the example.
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The investor attribute can take all fields that an entity would take as well as a few from investments:

     •  amount

     •  financial_adviser_name

     •  payment_method

The attributes differ slightly between a person and entities with a different type. The associated_

person attribute is required when the investor's type is company or custodial. Like investor it takes the 

same entity attributes with the exception of type. The associated person will always be a person.

Finally, joint accounts are also supported as in this example:

var autofillEvent = document.createEvent('Event');
autofillEvent.initEvent('fa.investnow.autofill', true, false);
autofillEvent.investor = {
      "type": 'person'
      "name": 'John Johnson',
      "tax_id_number": '0000000000',
      "date_of_birth": '01/01/1980',
      "street_address_1": '800 Third Avenue',
      "street_address_2": '22nd Floor',
      "city": 'New York',
      "region": 'NY',
      "postal_code": '10022',
      "email": 'john@johnson.com',
      "phone": '202.582.9600'
      "amount": '10000',
      "payment_method": 'ach',
      "financial_adviser_name": 'Jimmy Johnson',
      "joint_account": 'true',
      "joint_type": 'jtwros',
      "other_entities": [
        {
          "name": 'Jane Johnson',
          "tax_id_number": '111111111',
          "date_of_birth": '02/01/1980',
          "street_address_1": '800 Third Avenue',
          "street_address_2": '22nd Floor',
          "city": 'New York',
          "region": 'NY',
          "postal_code": '10022',
          "email": 'jane@johnson.com',
          "phone": '202.582.9600'
        }
      ]
    };
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Joint accounts can only consist of people.

joint_account: This must be set to true if using a joint account.

joint_type: This accepts either jtwros or jtic. Consult your lawyer for details.

other_entities is an array of additional people that are part of the joint account. In general, this is 

either a married couple or a parent and child, but it is not limited to two people.

  Note: This event does nothing once the investor has entered data on their own.

Example - Clearing Investor Data
In some cases you may wish to clear the data an investor has entered before they have completed 

an investment. So long as they're on a page with our Invest Now script loaded and the fa.investnow.

ready event has occurred, then the fa.investnow.clear event listener will be prepared to clear their 

data and send the form back to step 1.

Here's an example of how to create your fa.investnow.clear event and then trigger a clear when the 

Invest Now script is ready:

var clearEvent = document.createEvent('Event');
clearEvent.initEvent('fa.investnow.clear', true, false);

document.addEventListener('fa.investnow.ready', function(e){
  document.body.dispatchEvent(clearEvent);
});

Note: It's important to keep in mind when you might attempt to clear an investor's data because 
Invest Now is designed to allow someone to begin filling out the forms, but stop halfway through, 
and return later.
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Getting Creative
 Customizing the Design

The Invest Now! technology allows you to customize the look and feel of both the button and the form 

in order to seamlessly blend the user experience with your existing design. This section of the guide 

covers both the button and the form with several CSS examples.

Button
After completing all the necessary steps to create an Invest Now! button, the wizard will generate a 

script tag for the Invest Now! Javascript and the HTML tag for the button in several different styles. 

Generated Code
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The wizard will create six different out of the box styles show below that can be selected with the CSS 

class displayed next to it.

class=“btn btn-lg btn-danger”

class=“fa-invest-now-btn fa-invest-now-btn-4”

class=“fa-invest-now-btn fa-invest-now-btn-5”

class=“fa-invest-now-btn fa-invest-now-btn-6”

class=“fa-invest-now-btn fa-invest-now-btn-7”

class=“fa-invest-now-btn fa-invest-now-btn-8”

In addition to the automatically generated styles, you can also create your own button style. The code 

in these steps is shown with the correct attribute on the bottom of the button page in the wizard.

Any tag in your web page can be made into a click-able “Invest Now” button. This can be anything 

from an image to a plain old link. In order to make a tag in your web page click-able, you need to 

append the following attribute:

data-fa-invest-now=“AttributeShownAtTheEndOfTheWizard”

For example, if you wanted to make a link launch the investment process, you would turn this:

<a href=“#”>Invest Now</a>

Into this:

<a href=“#” data-fa-invest-now=“AttributeShownAtTheEndOfTheWizard”>Invest Now!
</a>
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Form
The Invest Now! form uses Bootstrap for styling. All of our styles are namespaced using .fa-invest-

now in order to avoid conflicting with other bootstrap installations.

Below we break down the major form elements into their classes and then give an example of a few 

customizations that could be made to the style. We use the standard Bootstrap class names so you 

can look there or inspect the element to find class names for elements that aren’t listed.

.btn-primary

.btn-default
.btn-default .pull-left

.alert-danger

.modal-header
.ssl-inner

.form-control

.help

.modal-footer

.modal-body

.close
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Example - Flat Design Green Form
This example creates a form that is designed to go with a website that is green and two-dimensional. 

We accomplish this by adding a stylesheet to the webpage which overrides the CSS properties of the 

default form. The end result is shown below:
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The CSS overrides .ssl, .modal-header, .close, .modal-footer, .btn-primary, .help, .btn-default, and 

.alert-danger.

.fa-invest-now .ssl {
 display: none;
}
.fa-invest-now .modal-header {
 background-image: none !important;
 background-color: #295E06 !important;
 color: #FFF !important;
}
.fa-invest-now .close {
 color: #FFF !important;
 opacity: 1.0 !important;
}
.fa-invest-now .modal-footer {
 background-image: none !important;
 background-color: #FFF !important; 
 border-top: none !important;
}
.fa-invest-now .btn-primary {
 background-image: none !important;
 background-color: #295E06 !important;
}
.fa-invest-now .btn-primary:hover {
 background-color: #3B6B42 !important;
}
.fa-invest-now .help {
 background-image: none !important;
 background-color: #295E06 !important;
 box-shadow: none !important;
 color: #FFF !important;
}
.fa-invest-now .btn-default {
 background-image: none !important;
}
.fa-invest-now .alert-danger {
 background-image: none !important;
}

The !important declaration is used liberally in the example to help unsure that styles are overridden 

but they may not be necessary in all cases. For guidance on CSS properties such as valid values, 

please refer to the W3 Guide on CSS.
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Back-end Integration
 Retrieving Data Post-Transaction

Data can be retrieved from the back-end using a wide variety of different server side languages. The 

examples given in this section are written in PHP and Ruby but we recommend utilizing the language 

you’re most familiar with.

Data is sent back from the API in JSON.

There are two separate environments for testing and production:

     • apps.fundamerica.com: Production environment.

     • sandbox.fundamerica.com: Test environment (AKA sandbox environment).

The API examples throughout this document will reference the production calls except where they are 

testing specific. Remember to point to sandbox.fundamerica.com for all calls when testing.

If you have multiple test environments (e.g. staging, QA, etc.) simply create another account for each. 

This is the easiest way to keep data segregated and test multiple endpoints.

Keep in mind that there is no billing or approval necessary in the sandbox environment. No objects 

created on the sandbox are ever reviewed by customer service.

Since objects created on the sandbox are not reviewed by customer service, certain objects that 

undergo manual state changes (e.g. accepting an offering's escrow account or marking an investment 

as "received") require special test calls to change the state. (See Test Mode Endpoint Reference.)

Webhooks
Webhooks can be used to trigger alerts about actions such as new investments being made or funds 

being received instead of having to continuously poll a particular object for changes.

When configuring an API key, you can provide an optional webhook URL and when certain actions 

take place, you will receive a notification message from our system. The example on the next page 

walks you through adding the URL.
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Example - Adding a URL

Step 1: Click on API Docs & Key

Step 2: Click on API Key
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Step 3: Click on Modify

Step 4: Enter the URL in the URL field

Step 5: Click Update

x
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The notification will POST to the URL you provided (you should use HTTPS in production) with a 

parameter of data containing a JSON message about what changed. For example if there was a 

change in an investment you might see something like the following JSON message:

{
  "object":"investment",
  "id":"LckF85F4R8Soe3Why-NZzw",
  "url":"https://apps.fundamerica.com/api/investments/LckF85F4R8Soe3Why-NZzw",
  "webhook_id":"R38DyKhFS_Ke6OhtzjMvcQ",
  "signature":"b8a2f282649eebbfac85be3a959942b9",
  "action":"update",
  "changes":["status"]
}

There are several attributes that are part of the response:

     webhook_id: Each webhook has a unique ID. If you want to prevent replay attacks, it is good 

                          practice to only execute a particular ID once.

     signature: An MD5 hex digest of the webhook_id combined with your API key.

     action: May be set to create or update. If create it means the object was newly created.

     changes: The attributes that changed.

Responses

Caution: the actual changes are not sent. Once you receive a webhook you must request the 
current state of the object.

The signature is an MD5 hex digest of the webhook_id combined with the verification key found in 

your Webhook Configuration settings. Here is an example in Ruby of how to generate a signature for 

validation:

  webhook = JSON.parse(params[:data])
  webhook_id = webhook['webhook_id']
  expected_signature = Digest::MD5.hexdigest(webhook_id + webhook_verification_
key)
  if expected_signature == webhook['signature']
    # Process webhook...
  end
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Errors
In addition to configuring a webhook_url for your API key, you can also specify an Error Report 

Email. If there are issues sending webhook requests, you will be notified via this email address if it is 

provided.

Our platform will make ten attempts, one every minute, to send a webhook. If the HTTP response has 

a status of anything but a 200 or cannot send the request for any other reason (e.g. DNS problems, 

unable to reach host, etc.) it will send an email message informing you about the error and containing 

the webhook information.

Logs
It's possible to test and debug webhooks by checking your webhook logs. This will give you a list of all 

webhooks that would have been sent. Even if you haven't configured a webhook_url, webhooks still 

appear in the log and as such can be used for testing purposes or even playback in the future if there 

was an error.

https://apps.fundamerica.com/api/webhook_logs (GET)

The data field is exactly the JSON that would have been sent to your webhook_url.

Example - Receiving and Processing a Webhook

<?php
# RECEIVING AND PROCESSING A WEBHOOK FROM FUNDAMERICA  

//webhook will be sent using HTTP POST and the expected parameter name is 
'data'
if($_POST && isset($_POST['data'])){
   //if webhook has been posted, capture it here            
   $webhook = $_POST['data'];            
}
?>          

First you must specify your webhook URL on your Fundamerica account dashboard. On your server 

make sure the webhook request url points to this script. For example, script url: https://yourdomain.

com/webhook_receiver.php

A basic script looks like this:
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//EXAMPLE DATA POSTED THAT CAN BE POSTED TO YOUR WEBHOOK SCRIPT

{
   "object":"investment",
   "id":"LckF85F4R8Soe3Why-NZzw",
   "url":"https://apps.fundamerica.com/api/investments/LckF85F4R8Soe3Why-NZzw",
   "webhook_id":"R38DyKhFS_Ke6OhtzjMvcQ",
   "signature":"b8a2f282649eebbfac85be3a959942b9",
   "action":"update",
   "changes":["status"]
}

A wide variety of data can be posted through webhooks such as new investments being made or 

funds being recieved. An example of the data block is shown below:

Caution: the actual changes are not sent. Once you receive a webhook you must request the 
current state of the object.
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Escrow

<?php
# GET DISBURSEMENT INFORMATION USING PHP

//define your apikey by replacing the string below
$apiKey = 'YourAPIKey';   
//define API server - If connecting to FundAmerica test server, set this value 
to 'https://sandbox.fundamerica.com/api'
$apiServer = 'https://apps.fundamerica.com/api';  
//define object id for existing investor by replacing the string below - if this 
id is incorrect API call will return errors
$disbursementId = 'PutDisbursementIDHere'; 
//define full API endpoint
$apiEndpoint = "$apiServer/disbursements/$disbursementId";
//create curl resource handle
$ch = curl_init();
//set API endpoint
curl_setopt($ch, CURLOPT_URL, $apiEndpoint);
//set API key
curl_setopt($ch, CURLOPT_USERPWD, $apiKey);   
//the HTTP method for this API call is GET
curl_setopt($ch,CURLOPT_HTTPGET,1); 
//return API response as a string instead of automatically outputting it
curl_setopt($ch,CURLOPT_RETURNTRANSFER,1);  
//do not include the header in the expected output
curl_setopt($ch,CURLOPT_HEADER,0);         
//execute http request and save response from server into a variable
$disbursement_info = curl_exec($ch);
//you can close curl resource to free up system resources
curl_close($ch);     
//output result
echo $disbursement_info
?>

Example - Getting Disbursement Information Data

Escrow is a commonly used feature of the FundAmerica API as many issuers have a lot of questions 

about how much money they have, when they're getting it, etc. All of this information is well 

documented and really simple to access through a few API calls like in the examples given below. 

Escrow information can also be received through information about the offering.
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{
   "object": "disbursement",
   "id": "ZgCRtVDZQB--joz_Di_DMw",
   "url": "https://apps.fundamerica.com/api/disbursements/ZgCRtVDZQB--joz_Di_
DMw",
   "amount": "15000.0",
   "bank_transfer_method_url": "https://apps.fundamerica.com/api/bank_transfer_
methods/iQ9NhN8ORFGc1dfqQi7byA",
   "check_mailing_address": null,
   "check_payee": null,
   "city": "New York",
   "contact_name": "John Johnson",
   "country": "US",
   "created_at": "2015-07-06T20:51:46.540Z",
   "disbursed_at": null,
   "email": "john.johnson@johnson.com",
   "name": "John Johnson",
   "offering_url": "https://apps.fundamerica.com/api/offerings/
U3f6sp1PS1ik1j7OtgxVRg",
   "payment_details": null,
   "payment_method": "wire",
   "phone": "12025551212",
   "postal_code": "10022",
   "reference": "Property ID: 1234567890",
   "region": "NY",
   "status": "pending",
   "street_address_1": "520 Park Ave",
   "street_address_2": "Ste 31",
   "updated_at": "2015-07-06T20:51:46.540Z"
}

The response should look something like this:
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<?php
# GET DISBURSEMENT INFORMATION USING PHP

//define your apikey by replacing the string below
$apiKey = 'YourAPIKey';   
//define API server - If connecting to FundAmerica test server, set this value 
to 'https://sandbox.fundamerica.com/api'
$apiServer = 'https://apps.fundamerica.com/api';  
//define object id for existing investor by replacing the string below - if this 
id is incorrect API call will return errors
$offeringId = 'PutOfferingIDHere'; 
//define full API endpoint
$apiEndpoint = "$apiServer/offerings/$offeringId";
// create curl resource handle
$ch = curl_init();
// set API endpoint
curl_setopt($ch, CURLOPT_URL, $apiEndpoint);
//set API key
curl_setopt($ch, CURLOPT_USERPWD, $apiKey);   
//The HTTP method for this API call is GET
curl_setopt($ch,CURLOPT_HTTPGET,1); 
//Return API response as a string instead of automatically outputting it
curl_setopt($ch,CURLOPT_RETURNTRANSFER,1);  
//Do not include the header in the expected output
curl_setopt($ch,CURLOPT_HEADER,0);         
// Execute http request and save response from server into a variable
$offering = curl_exec($ch);
//you can close curl resource to free up system resources
curl_close($ch);     
//output result
echo $offering
?>

Example - Getting Current Escrow Balances

Escrow balances can be obtained by requesting information about an offering.
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{
   "object": "offering",
   "id": "CXamBIvwRneFrQnh1CjFuw",
   "url": "https://apps.fundamerica.com/api/offerings/CXamBIvwRneFrQnh1CjFuw",
   "accept_investments": true,
   "accredited_investors": true,
   "ach_deposit_amount": "0.0",
   "ach_deposit_max_percent": "6.0",
   "ach_deposit_release_at": null,
   "ach_limit": "1000000.0",
   "amount": "5000000.0",
   "can_disburse": false,
   "check_mailing_address": "FundAmerica Securities\n3455 Peachtree Road, NE\
n5th Floor\nAtlanta, GA 30326",
   "check_mailing_instructions": "Please make checks payable to \"FundAmerica 
Securities\" and include a note with your name, phone number and email address 
in case we have any questions.",
   "closed_at": null,
   "created_at": "2015-12-08T20:52:22.125Z",
   "description": null,
   "entity_url": "https://apps.fundamerica.com/api/entities/
ys2WWghBSDqDT70Ng1DPUg",
   "escrow_closes_at": null,
   "escrow_status": "opened",
   "escrow_term_days": "365",
   "funds_disbursable": "0.0",
   "funds_in_escrow": "0.0",
   "funds_invested": "0.0",
   "funds_received": "0.0",
   "funds_refunded": "0.0",
   "funds_transfer_methods": [
      "ach",
      "check",
      "wire"
   ],
   "funds_unavailable": "0.0",
   "investment_increment_amount": null,
   "max_amount": "5500000.0",
   "max_investment_amount": null,
   "min_amount": "4500000.0",
   "min_investment_amount": null,
   "minimum_met": false,
   "name": "Big Deal",
   "non_accredited_investors": false,

The response should look something like this:
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   "non_us_investors": false,
   "opened_at": "2015-12-08T20:52:22.118Z",
   "payment_reference": "<INVESTOR NAME> - Big Deal",
   "regulatory_exemption": "506c",
   "regulatory_exemption_details": null,
   "security_url": null,
   "type": "equity",
   "updated_at": "2015-12-08T20:52:22.125Z",
   "us_investors": true,
   "us_states_only": null,
   "use_broker_dealer_service": false,
   "wire_details": {
      "account_number": "200000147849",
      "bank_address": "4350 La Jolla Village Drive\nSuite 140\nSan Diego, CA 
92122",
      "bank_name": "BofI Federal Bank",
      "bank_phone": "(877) 441-1122",
      "beneficiary_address": "3455 Peachtree Road, NE\n5th Floor\nAtlanta, GA 
30326",
      "beneficiary_name": "FundAmerica Securities, LLC",
      "routing_number": "122287251",
      "swift_code": null
   }
}
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Investors
Originally, Entities were used directly as the investor. This model was not suitable for joint investors as 

they are multiple entities, but unlike a trust or company, they cannot be represented in an hierarchical 

manner as another entity. As such, a separate investor object was introduced to deal with this. Since 

joint investors have been available, the creation of joint investors has been entirely transparent. 

However, the investors are being extended to encompass additional investor types, such as IRAs 

and, in the future, it is likely their functionality will be expanded to meet the needs of different possible 

investor types.

When investing using an entity_id, a default investor is created for the entity if one does not already 

exist and is used for the investment. Simple investors, also known as "proxy investors," are investors 

with the same type as an entity. When an entity is updated, for instance, when their name is updated, 

said entity's vesting_name is also updated. For many operations, such as determining address or 

other contact information, the primary_entity of the investor is delegated to.

Investors, for the most part, are just a collection of entities and a type designation which is used for 

validation. Sometimes it's a single entity in the case of a simple investor. Sometimes it's multiple 

entities in the case of a joint investor. IRAs also use multiple entities (the primary and the custodian) 

but in a different way.

It is recommended that if you’re not supporting a legacy system, you explicitly create and track 

investors and use them for investments instead of entities. In the next version of this API, this will be 

required. 

Here's what the object looks like:

{
  "object": "investor",
  "id": "mLybIF_1Ql-HySEe7kZXcg",
  "url": "https://apps.fundamerica.com/api/investors/mLybIF_1Ql-HySEe7kZXcg",
  "custodian_entity_url": null,
  "entity_urls": [
    "https://apps.fundamerica.com/api/entities/U0DcNMn3TKK6zpNXwY1W9g%2FxAgo_
mOYQ3umdavnlviVHg"
  ],
  "primary_entity_url": "https://apps.fundamerica.com/api/entities/
U0DcNMn3TKK6zpNXwY1W9g",
  "type": "jtwros",
  "vesting_name": "John Jr. and Jane Johnson"
}
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<?php
# GET INVESTOR INFORMATION USING PHP

$apiKey = 'YourAPIKey';   
//define API server - If connecting to FundAmerica test server, set this value 
to 'https://sandbox.fundamerica.com/api'
$apiServer = 'https://apps.fundamerica.com/api';    
//define object id for existing investor by replacing the string below - if this 
id is incorrect API call will return errors
$investmentId = 'PutInvestorIDHere'; 
//define full API endpoint
$apiEndpoint = "$apiServer/investors/$investmentId";        
//create curl resource
$ch = curl_init();        
//set API endpoint
curl_setopt($ch, CURLOPT_URL, $apiEndpoint);        
//set API key
curl_setopt($ch, CURLOPT_USERPWD, $apiKey);     
//The HTTP method for this API call is DELETE
curl_setopt($ch,CURLOPT_CUSTOMREQUEST,'DELETE');   
//Return API response as a string instead of automatically outputting it
curl_setopt($ch,CURLOPT_RETURNTRANSFER,1);    
//Do not include the header in the expected output
curl_setopt($ch,CURLOPT_HEADER,0);         
// Execute http request and save response from server into a variable
$deleted_investment = curl_exec($ch);
//you can close curl resource to free up system resources
curl_close($ch);     
//output result
echo $deleted_investment
?>

Example - Getting Investor Data
A common use case is getting investor information to display on a website. The code below shows 

how to get the information using PHP:
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{
   "object":"investor",
   "id":"eEMHMEDLT6SxNgSicQFukg",
   "url":"https://apps.fundamerica.com/api/investors/eEMHMEDLT6SxNgSicQFukg",
   "custodian_entity_url":null,
   "entity_urls":["https://apps.fundamerica.com/api/entities/2ywd3nxESHuPQS2s1u
WYPg"],
   "primary_entity_url":"https://apps.fundamerica.com/api/entities/2ywd3nxESHuP
QS2s1uWYPg",
   "type":"company",
   "vesting_name":"Chris Freebagger"
}     

Below is a sample response to the API call:
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Example - Cancelling an Investment
<?php
# CANCEL INVESTMENT USING PHP

//define your apikey by replacing the string below
$apiKey = 'YourAPIKey';   
//define API server - If connecting to FundAmerica test server, set this value 
to 'https://sandbox.fundamerica.com/api'
$apiServer = 'https://apps.fundamerica.com/api';  
//define object id for existing investor by replacing the string below - if this 
id is incorrect API call will return errors
$investmentId = 'PutInvestmentIDHere'; 
//define full API endpoint
$apiEndpoint = "$apiServer/investments/$investmentId";
//create curl resource handle
$ch = curl_init();
//set API endpoint
curl_setopt($ch, CURLOPT_URL, $apiEndpoint);
//set API key
curl_setopt($ch, CURLOPT_USERPWD, $apiKey);   
//The HTTP method for this API call is DELETE
curl_setopt($ch,CURLOPT_CUSTOMREQUEST,'DELETE'); 
//Return API response as a string instead of automatically outputting it
curl_setopt($ch,CURLOPT_RETURNTRANSFER,1);  
//Do not include the header in the expected output
curl_setopt($ch,CURLOPT_HEADER,0);         
// Execute http request and save response from server into a variable
$deleted_investment = curl_exec($ch);
//you can close curl resource to free up system resources
curl_close($ch);     
//output result
echo $deleted_investment
?>     
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{
   "object": "investment",
   "id": "Tj0DEEYGSzCLqU6RFkfI7g",
   "url": "https://apps.fundamerica.com/api/investments/Tj0DEEYGSzCLqU6RFkfI7g",
   "offering_url": "https://apps.fundamerica.com/api/offerings/8KzwIcdfTLSL1igS
P8tEXA",
   "amount": "50000.0",
   "amount_in_escrow": "0.0",
   "amount_received": "0.0",
   "amount_refunded": "0.0",
   "aml_exception": true,
   "background_check_url": null,
   "brokerage_fee": "0.0",
   "check_mailing_address": "FundAmerica Securities\n3455 Peachtree Road, NE\
n5th Floor\nAtlanta, GA 30326",
   "check_mailing_instructions": "Please make checks payable to \"FundAmerica 
Securities\" and include a note with your name, phone number and email address 
in case we have any questions.",
   "cleared": false,
   "clearing_failures": [

   ],
   "created_at": "2015-11-12T22:30:33.134Z",
   "data": {
   },
   "debt_face_value": null,
   "debt_par_value": null,
   "entity_url": "https://apps.fundamerica.com/api/entities/
PH4PLkkJR1eBbwFcpSWYWw",
   "equity_share_count": "10.0",
   "equity_share_price": "5000.0",
   "financial_adviser_name": null,
   "funds_disbursable": 0,
   "investor_url": "https://apps.fundamerica.com/api/investors/
AcDqHluSTJy1nPjo7om1Ww",
   "payment_method": "wire",
   "payment_reference": "Dale Mulford - Example Offering 2",
   "review_trade": true,
   "status": "voided",
   "subscription_agreement_url": "https://apps.fundamerica.com/api/subscription_
agreements/hXu5U0-ETjSu35u0bSW9BQ",
   "technology_fee": "0.0",
   "trade_review_status": "pending",

Below is a sample response to the API call:
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   "trade_review_url": "https://apps.fundamerica.com/api/trade_reviews/
MXVor9IfSVGSaHUe5fcKeA",
   "updated_at": "2015-11-12T22:30:33.134Z",
   "wire_details": {
      "account_number": "200000147849",
      "bank_address": "4350 La Jolla Village Drive\nSuite 140\nSan Diego, CA 
92122",
      "bank_name": "BofI Federal Bank",
      "bank_phone": "(877) 441-1122",
      "beneficiary_address": "3455 Peachtree Road, NE\n5th Floor\nAtlanta, GA 
30326",
      "beneficiary_name": "FundAmerica Securities, LLC",
      "routing_number": "122287251",
      "swift_code": null
   }
}                       
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Support
Please report any issues immediately by contacting developer support directly at 

tech-support@fundamerica.com and we will deal with them promptly. Additionally, any questions, 

comments, suggestions or feature requests are welcome.

There is a developer newsletter directly related to the API which will include new feature 

announcements, updates, tips and tricks, and upcoming maintenance schedules. It is strongly 

recommended that all developers sign up to receive this newsletter by clicking here.


